SPHS 2022-23
Context for high school budget
Including an overview of student supports

Challenges related to the return to in person learning
and increased enrollment
● Academics
● Emotional and physical safety
● Attendance
● Behavior
● Keeping class sizes and space constraints optimal
● Staffing more classes
● Staffing and planning of new-to-us courses

Some of the ways we meet challenges of academics
and attendance
● Opportunities to meet one-on-one with teachers include before and
after school with a late bus, every Tuesday afternoon in the LC,
expanded Learning lab
● Flexibility and options around anxiety - Counseling, Social Work,
Nursing, Admin, Clinic, Lunch
● Providing frequent and accurate information to students, parents,
and guardians about behaviors and attendance.

Some of the ways we meet challenges of enrollment
● All classrooms are in use, and we share classrooms. We have made
creative and efficient use of common spaces for classes lunch, other group
times, and classes.
● Changing schedules and rosters as infrequently as possible, with support
for groups experiencing a shift.
● Creative and extended staffing. 20 teachers teaching additional new
classes, several partnerships with outside agencies
● Professional Development, learning communities and resources offered
throughout the year to teachers designing and implementing new courses.

HS Staffing requests
Focused on addressing three factors:
● Increased and sustained enrollment
● Increasing student engagement
● Increasing student support

Academic supports
●

●

●

●

All teachers readily available for one-on-one support to students during the
day and after school, including teachers not directly teaching that student and
a regular help session after school every Tuesday.
Learning Lab now staffed with two educators all blocks, every day, working on
a regular schedule with Guidance to shift students in and out for access, and
to meet needs.
Credit recovery options for students who are succeeding this year but
struggled last year. School counseling and admin supports for students who
need to meet medical, wellness, or other special challenges or conditions.
New eligibility guidelines to encourage participation dependent on accepting
help and support to maintain participation.

Attendance supports
●

Period by period updates to parents, guardians, and students around
attendance reinstated to provide and share information with all members of a
student’s support team.

●

Junior and Senior privilege offered throughout the day instead of just
beginning/end to acknowledge and support student and family home needs

●

Expanded communication strategies include email, Reach My Teach
translated texts and emails, family meetings, personal calls and texts, Home
visits

Social Emotional supports
●

Homebase/Advisory curriculum planned
by four staff members dedicated to
building community and wellness,
including a quarterly Club Block
developed and implemented by the full
staff to ensure access, connection, and
engagement of all students.

●

Restorative practice process expanded to
include a variety of interpersonal conflicts,
not just those requiring specific discipline

